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An analysis is accomplished to investigate the features of heat transfer and fluid flow of a steady laminar magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) mixed convection flow of water around a rotating sphere. The transformed governing equations
of the non-similar boundary layers are solved by an implicit finite difference method along with the quasi-linearization
technique. It is perceived that both the local friction coefficients in the x and y directions and the heat transfer coefficient are increasing and the point of separation is delayed with increasing magnetic parameter, suction parameter, and
buoyancy force.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The flow and heat transfer characteristics of rotating bodies have various practical applications in reentry missiles,
rotodynamic machine design, fiber coating, etc. The flow about a rotating sphere in a uniform flow stream with its
axis of rotation parallel to the free stream velocity have been explored by Siekmann (1962), Chao and Greif (1964),
and Lee et al. (1978). The above studies have been accomplished under the speculations of the flow being steady
forced convection. The analogous mixed convection flow problem has been scrutinized by Rajasekaran and Palekar
(1985) and Lien and Cleaver (1986). Furthermore, Chen and Mucoglu (1977) have reported the consequences of
mixed convection flow over a stationary sphere with uniform wall temperature.
Takhar and Nath (2000), Takhar et al. (2001), and Dinarvand et al. (2010) have obtained self-similar solutions for
steady or unsteady magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow in the stagnation point region of a rotating and translating
sphere. But many boundary layer flow problems do not allow self-similar solutions and they demand non-similar
solutions. A review of non-similarity solution methods along with citations for steady flows until 1967 is given by
Dewey and Gross (1967). Since then several researchers have obtained non-similar solutions of boundary layer flow
over various bodies. Non-similar solutions of boundary layer flows over a rotating sphere have been obtained by
Kumari and Nath (1982) and Roy and Saikrishnan (2003). In the case of a stationary sphere, a non-similar solution
is obtained by Saikrishnan and Roy (2002, 2003). Sathyakrishna et al. (2001) have obtained non-similar solutions for
the MHD forced convection flow of axisymmetric bodies.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
A∗
B
B0
Cf
C̄f
Cp
Ec
F
f
fw (x)
g
Gr
K
M
N
Nu
Pr
R
Re
r(x)
S
T
u,v,w
ue (x)
x, y, z

dimensionless mass transfer parameter
slot length parameter
rotation parameter
magnetic field strength
skin friction coefficient in the
x-direction
skin friction coefficient in the
y-direction
specific heat at constant pressure
Eckert number (viscous dissipation
parameter)
dimensionless velocity component in
the x direction
dimensionless stream function
surface mass transfer distribution
gravity
Grashof number
thermal conductivity
MHD parameter
viscosity ratio (µ/µ∞ )
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
radius of the sphere
Reynolds number
radius of the section normal to the axis
of the sphere
dimensionless velocity component in
the y direction
temperature
dimensional velocity components in
x, y, and z directions, respectively
potential flow velocity
dimensional meridional distance

x̄
x0
x̄0 , x̄∗0
x̄1 , x̄∗1

dimensionless meridional distance,
x/R
parameter determining the slot
position
leading and trailing edge of
the first slot, respectively
leading and trailing edge of
the second slot, respectively

Greek Symbols
α1
dimensionless parameter
β
volumetric coefficient of thermal
expansion
β(ξ)
pressure gradient
ξ, η
transformed coordinates
∆x̄, ∆η
step sizes in x̄ and η directions
respectively
θ
dimensionless temperature
λ
mixed convection parameter
µ
dynamic viscosity
ρ
density
σ
electrical conduction
φ
angular coordinate
ψ
dimensionless stream function
Subscripts
e
w
∞
x, y, x̄, ξ, η

conditions at edge of the
boundary layer
conditions at the surface of
the sphere
conditions in the free stream
partial derivatives with respect
to these variables

Fluid viscosity and thermal conductivity of fluids often play a crucial role in the flow of fluid and heat transfer in boundary layers if a large or moderate temperature gradient exists across the fluid medium. The variation of
temperature of fluids causes the variation of viscosity of fluids and this process leads to a change in the momentum
transport and thermal conductivity of fluid. Hence, to estimate the characteristics of heat transfer and fluid flow it is
necessary to consider the variation of viscosity as a function of temperature. Numerical solutions for flow and heat
transfer characteristics over a sphere with temperature-dependent viscosity have been obtained by Eswara and Nath
(1994) and Saikrishnan and Roy (2002). The effect of nonuniform slot suction (injection) over different bodies has
been investigated by Saikrishnan and Roy (2003) and Revathi et al. (2013).
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In steady 3D flows there are two possible modes of separation, namely, singular separation and ordinary separation.
Both components of wall shear stresses vanish for singular distribution, but only one component of wall shear stress
vanishes in ordinary separation. In most 3D flows, ordinary separation is seen to be appear. Cebeci et al. (1981) and
Smith (1986) have given excellent reviews of the phenomenon of separation of boundary layer flows.
In the present investigation, we consider an axisymmetric mixed convection flow of water over a rotating sphere
with variable viscosity and Prandtl number and an applied magnetic field. The non-similar solutions have been obtained from the origin of the streamwise coordinate to the point of zero skin friction using a quasi-linearization
technique with an implicit finite difference scheme. The effect of different physical parameters on the skin friction
coefficient, heat transfer coefficient, velocity, and temperature profiles are presented graphically and discussed.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We consider a steady, laminar, MHD, mixed convection boundary layer flow of water over a rotating sphere of radius
R. The sphere is rotating with constant angular velocity Ω0 and is placed in a free stream with its axis of rotation
parallel to the free stream velocity U∞ . An orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system is chosen as shown in Fig. 1.
The sphere is rotating in the y direction and a constant magnetic field B0 is applied in the z direction. The viscous
dissipation effect is included in the analysis. The free stream temperature (T∞ ) and wall temperature (Tw ) are taken
as constant. We assume that the temperature variation between the free stream and the surface of the sphere is less than
40°C. In this temperature gradient the viscosity and Prandtl number vary as inverse linear functions of temperature
(T ) (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000)
µ=

1
a1 + a2 T

1
b1 + b2 T

(1)

b1 = 0.068 and b2 = 0.004

(2)

and Pr =

where
a1 = 53.41,

a2 = 2.43,

Under these assumptions, the governing equations for this boundary layer flow are given by Rajasekaran and
Palekar (1985), Schlichting and Gersten (2000), and Aydın and Kaya (2009)
(ru)x + (rw)z = 0

FIG. 1: Flow model and coordinate system
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uux + wuz − r−1 v 2 rx = ue (ue )x +

x
1
σB02
−
(µuz )z + gβ (T − T∞ ) sin
(u − ue )
ρ
R
ρ

σB02
uv
rx = ρ−1 (µvz )z −
v
r
ρ


µ 
µ
σB02
(u2 − ue u)
(u2z + vz2 ) +
Tz +
uTx + wTz = ρ−1
Pr
ρCp
ρCp
z
uvx + wvz +

(4)
(5)
(6)

and the boundary conditions are given by
u (x, 0) = 0, v (x, 0) = Ω0 r (x) , w (x, 0) = ww (x) , T (x, 0) = Tw = constant
u (x, ∞) = ue (x) , T (x, ∞) = T∞ = constant, v(x, ∞) = 0

(7)

By applying the following transformations to the Eqs. (3)–(6):

 1/2 
Z x
ue  r   z 
ue  r 2  x 
Re
ξ=
d
, η=
R
2ξ
u∞
R
R
0 u∞ R
1
 
 
ρu∞ R
R ∂ψ
2ξ 2
R ∂ψ
, w=−
, Re =
ψ (x, z) = u∞ , R
f (ξ, η) , u =
Re
r ∂z
r ∂x
µ∞
T − Tw
µ
θ=
, v (x, z) = Ω0 r (x) S (ξ, η) , N =
(8)
T∞ − Tw
µ∞
we find that the continuity equation (3) is identically satisfied and Eqs. (4)–(6) are reduced to the following nondimensional nonlinear partial differential equations:


2ξ(F Fξ − Fη fξ ) = β(ξ)(1 − F 2 ) + f Fη + (N Fη )η + α (ξ) S 2 + λS1 (ξ) θ + MP(1 − F)
2ξ(F Sξ − fξ Sη ) = (N Sη )η + f Sη − α1 (ξ)F S − M P S


2
2



N
ue
ue
2
2
2ξ (F θξ − fξ θη ) = f θη +
+ N Ec
θη
Fη + λ1 Sη + P Ec M
F (F − 1)
Pr
u∞
u∞
η

(9)
(10)
(11)

and the boundary conditions are transformed to the following form:
F (ξ, 0) = 0,

S (ξ, 0) = 1,

θ (ξ, 0) = 0,

F (ξ, ∞) = 1S (ξ, ∞) = 0,

θ(ξ, ∞) = 1

(12)

where
cN =

1
b1 + b2 T ∞
µ
=
=
,
µ∞
a1 + a2 θ
b1 + b2 T
a3 = c1 + c2 T w ,

α1 (ξ) =

Pr =

1
1
=
,
a3 + a4 θ
c1 + c2 T

a4 = c2 (T∞ − Tw ),

4ξ dr
,
r dξ

λ1 =



 
2 σB02 R
,
M=
3 ρu∞

Ω0 r
ue

2

,

P = 3ξ

Ec =

u
= fη = F,
ue
λ=



u∞
ue

Gr
,
Re2

Gr =

2  2
R
,
r

u2∞
,
Cp ∆Tw

a1 =

β (ξ) =

b1 + b2 T w
,
b1 + b2 T ∞

2ξ due
,
ue dξ

α (ξ) =

gβ (Tw − T∞ ) R3
,
ν2∞

S1 (ξ) = 2ξ



a2 =

u∞
ue

2ξ dr
λ1
r dξ

ν∞ =

3 

R
r

b2 (T∞ − Tw )
b1 + b2 T ∞

µ∞
ρ

(13)



∆Tw = Tw − T∞
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The mixed convection parameter λ varies between 0 (pure forced convection) and ∞ (pure natural convection). In
this study we have also considered the effect of nonuniform single- and double-slot suction/injection. We assume that
the blowing rate is small and the injected fluid has the same physical properties as the boundary layer fluid and the
static temperature is equal to the wall temperature, i.e.,
f=

Z

η

F dη + fw

(14)

0

where
fw = −



Re
2ξ

1/2 Z

0

x

ww  r   x 
d
u∞ R
R

(15)

For axisymmetric flow over a sphere, the free stream velocity distribution is given by
ue
3
r
= sin x̄
= sin x̄,
u∞
2
R

and x̄ =

x
R

(16)

Hence ξ, α(ξ), α1 (ξ), and β(ξ) become an expression in x̄ as follows:
2
B12 B3
, β = cos x̄B3 B2−2 , α (ξ) = λ1 β, α1 = 2β
2
3

2
2

2 −2
4 Ω0 R
Ω0 r
8 −2
B B3 , P (x̄) = B2 B3 , λ =
=
S (x̄) =
27 2
3
ue
9 u∞
ξ=

(17)

where
B1 = 1 − cos x̄,

B2 = 1 + cos x̄,

and B3 = 2 + cos (x̄)

(18)

In the case of single slot, the value of fw is given by

fw =











Here, ww is taken as

0
−(1/2)

AB −1
1 B3

−(1/2)

AB 1−1 B3

H(x̄, x̄0 )

if

x̄ ≤ x̄0

if

x̄0 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄∗0

H(x̄∗0 , x̄0 ) if


 −A 2u∞ sin {A∗ (x̄ − x̄ )}
0
ww (x̄) =
Re1/2

0

x̄ ≥ x̄∗0

if x̄0 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄∗0
if x̄ ≤ x̄0

In the case of double slot, the value of fw is given by

0






−(1/2)


AB −1
H(x̄, x̄0 )

1 B3



−(1/2)
AB −1
H(x̄∗0 , x̄0 )
fw =
1 B3




−(1/2)

AB−1
[H (x̄∗0 , x̄0 ) + H (x̄, x̄1 )]

1 B3





 AB −1 B −(1/2) [H (x̄∗ , x̄ ) + H (x̄∗ , x )]
1
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0

0

1

(19)

1

(20)

and x̄ ≥ x̄∗0

if

x̄ < x̄0

if

x̄0 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄∗0

if

x̄∗0 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄1

if

x̄1 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄∗1

if

x̄ > x̄∗1

(21)
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Here, ww (x̄) is taken as

0






2u∞

∗


 −A Re1/2 sin {A (x̄ − x̄0 )}
ww (x̄) =
0



2u
∞


−A 1/2 sin {A∗ (x̄ − x̄1 )}



Re


0

where

if

x̄ < x̄0

if

x̄0 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄∗0

if

x̄∗0 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄1

if

x̄1 ≤ x̄ ≤ x̄∗1

if

x̄ > x̄∗1

(22)

sin{(A∗ + 1)x̄ − A∗ x̄0 } − sinx̄0
sin{(A∗ − 1)x̄ − A∗ x̄0 } + sinx̄0
−
(23)
∗
A −1
A∗ + 1
where the mass transfer parameter A > 0 for suction and A < 0 for injection. The coordinates ξ and x̄ are related by
the following expression:
∂
∂
= G (x̄)
(24)
ξ
∂ξ
∂ x̄
H(x̄, x̄0 ) =

where

 x̄ 
1
B3 B2−1
(25)
tan
3
2
It is suitable to express Eqs. (9)–(11) in terms of x̄ rather than ξ. Substituting Eqs. (24) and (25) into Eqs. (9)–(11),
we obtain
G (x̄) =

2G(x̄)(F Fx̄ − Fη fx̄ ) = β(x̄)(1 − F 2 ) + f Fη + (N Fη )η + α (x̄) S 2 + λS1 (x̄) θ + M P (1 − F )
2G(x̄)(F Sx̄ fx̄ Sη ) = (N Sη )η + f Sη − α1 (x̄)F S − M P S



2
2

N
ue
ue
2G (x̄) (F θx̄ − fx̄ θη ) = f θη +
+ N Ec
θη
(Fη2 + λ1 Sη2 ) + P Ec M
F (F − 1)
Pr
u∞
u∞
η
F (x̄, 0) = 0,

S (x̄, 0) = 1,

θ (x̄, 0) = 0,

F (x̄, ∞) = 1,

S (x̄, ∞) = 0,

θ(x̄, ∞) = 1

The skin friction coefficients and heat transfer coefficient in terms of the Nusselt number can be written as


∂u
9
2
−(1/2)
µ
=
sin (x̄) (Fη )w Nw
B2 B3
Cf =
ρu2∞
∂z w 2 (Re)1/2
2
C̄f =
ρu2∞
Nu =



1/2
∂v
9λ1
−1/2
B2 B3
sin (x̄) (Sη )w Nw
µ
=
∂z w 2 (Re)1/2

1/2
R (∂T /∂z)w
3 (Re)
−(1/2)
=−
B2 B3
(θη )w
(T∞ − Tw )
2

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The nonlinear partial differential equations (26)–(28) are converted to a sequence of linear partial differential equation
by the quasi-linearization method of Inouye and Tate (1974). The resulting sequence of linearized partial differential
equations is then converted to a system of linear algebraic system with block tridiagonal structure by applying a backward difference scheme in the x̄ direction and central difference scheme in η direction. Finally, the block tridiagonal
system of linear algebraic equations is solved by Varga’s algorithm (Varga, 1962). The step sizes ∆η = 10−2 and
∆x̄ = 10−3 have been found as the optimum step sizes in the η and x̄ directions, respectively. As the convergence
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is very slow in the neighborhood of zero skin friction coefficients, we have chosen ∆x̄ = 10−4 as the step size in
the neighborhood of zero skin friction coefficients. The value of η∞ has been taken as 7.0 for our computations. The
solution is assumed to have converged when
o
n
(k+1)
(k+1)
(k)
(k+1)
(k)
(k)
< 10−4
max (Fη )w
− (θη )w
− (Sη )w , (θη )w
− (Fη )w , (Sη )w
Computations have been carried out on a Dell Optiplex 980 digital computer system for various values of λ, B, M , Ec,
and A It has taken ∼ 23 s to solve the equations for a particular case, namely, λ = 2, B = 1, M = 1, Ec = 0.1 and A =
1.25. In order to evaluate the accuracy of our method, we have obtained skin friction coefficient profiles for boundary
layer flows of constant viscosity fluids with Prandtl number Pr = 0.7. We have seen that the results obtained by taking
A = 0, M = 0, λ = 0 and Ec = 0 for various rotation parameters B have excellent agreement with Lee et al. (1978)
(see Fig. 2). We have also compared our results to Sathyakrishna et al. (2001) (see Fig. 3) for various values of MHD
parameter M for A = 0, B = 0, λ = 0, and Ec = 0. Furthermore, for A = 0, B = 0, M = 0 and Ec = 0 the results
obtained for skin friction coefficient have excellent agreement with Chen and Mucoglu (1977) (see Fig. 4).
The effects of MHD parameter M on the skin friction coefficients in the x and y directions [Cf (Re)1/2 , C̄f (Re)1/2 ]
and on the heat transfer coefficient [Nu(Re)−1/2 ] for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, λ = 0 and Ec = 0 are
presented for various values of rotation parameter B in Figs. 5 and 6. It is observed that the skin friction coefficients
[Cf (Re)1/2 , C̄f (Re)1/2 ] and heat transfer coefficient Nu(Re)−1/2 increase with the increase of magnetic parameter M
It is also perceived from Fig. 5 that for given values of M and B the skin friction coefficients [Cf , (Re)1/2 , C̄f (Re)1/2 ]
increase from zero and attain their maximum and then Cf (Re)1/2 decreases to zero but C̄f (Re)1/2 decreases to a
finite value as x̄ increases. Hence, we have detected an ordinary separation (only one component of wall shear stress
vanishes) in this case. Moreover, we have observed from Fig. 5 that the point of separation moves in the downstream
direction (i.e., in the direction of the water flow) with the increase of M , and for each fixed value of M the increase
of rotation parameter B moves the point of separation in the upstream direction (i.e., against the direction of the water

FIG. 2: Comparison of the skin friction coefficient in the y direction for constant properties (Pr = 0.7) with Lee et al.
(1978), where A = 0, M = 0, λ = 0 and Ec = 0
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FIG. 3: Comparison of the skin friction in the x direction for constant properties (Pr = 0.7) with Sathyakrishna et al.
(2001), where A = 0, B = 0, λ = 0 and Ec = 0

FIG. 4: Comparison of the angular distribution of the local friction factor for constant properties (Pr = 0.7) with
Chen et al. (1977), where A = 0, B = 0, M = 0 and Ec = 0
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FIG. 5: Effect of magnetic parameter M on the skin friction coefficient for various values of rotation parameter B for
T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, λ = 0, and Ec = 0

FIG. 6: Effect of magnetic parameter M on the heat transfer coefficient for various values of rotation parameter B
for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, λ = 0, and Ec = 0.
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flow). We have seen that at x̄ = 1 when the rotation parameter B increases from 0 to 1 the skin friction coefficient
(Cf (Re)1/2 ) increases 16.99% for M = 0 and 15.8% for M = 1. Furthermore, we have seen that at x̄ = 1 the skin
friction coefficient [C̄f (Re)1/2 ] increases 44.86% when B increases from 0 to 1.
From Fig. 6, we observe that for each fixed value of B and M the heat transfer coefficient Nu(Re)−1/2 decreases
monotonically as x̄ increases. Moreover, the heat transfer coefficient increases with increase of M and B. The velocity
profile F increases with the increase of M due to the enhanced Lorentz force, which accelerates the fluid in the
boundary layer (see Fig. 7). This in turn reduces the thickness of the momentum and thermal boundary layers and thus
enhances the surface shear stress and the heat transfer. At x̄ = 1, when the rotation parameter B increases from 0 to 1,
the heat transfer coefficient [Nu(Re)−1/2 ] increases 3.45% for M = 0 and 0.17% for M = 1. Also, from Fig. 6, we
observe that the effect of rotation parameter B on the heat transfer coefficient [Nu(Re)−1/2 ] is considerably reduced
by the magnetic effect M .
With the help of Fig. 7, the effects of MHD parameter M on the velocity profile in the x direction (F ) and on the
velocity profile in the y direction (S) at x̄ =1 for various values of rotation parameter B are found for T∞ = 18.7◦ C,
∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, λ = 0 and Ec = 0. It is found that the increasing magnetic effect M increases F and
decreases S. This is due to the fact that the increasing magnetic effect induces a supporting force in the x̄ direction
and an opposing force in the ȳ direction; thus, the fluid is accelerated in the x̄ direction and is slowing down in the ȳ
direction. Moreover, we have observed that for each fixed value of M the velocity profile F increases and the velocity
profile S decreases slightly with the increase of the rotation parameter B. We have observed that at η = 1.25 the
velocity profile F increases 2.77% for M = 0 and 1.11% for M = 1 when B varies from 0 to 1.
The effects of mixed convection parameter λ on the skin friction coefficients in the x and y directions (Cf (Re)1/2 ,
C̄f (Re)1/2 ) and on the heat transfer coefficient Nu(Re)−1/2 for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, M = 0, and
Ec = 0 are displayed in Figs. 8 and 9 for various values of rotation parameter B. It is observed that for each value of
λ, and B the skin friction coefficients [Cf (Re)1/2 , C̄f (Re)1/2 ] increase from zero and attain their maximum and then

FIG. 7: Effect of MHD parameter M on the velocity profiles F and S for various values of rotation parameter B at
x̄ = 1 for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, λ = 0 and Ec = 0
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FIG. 8: Effect of mixed convection parameter λ on the skin friction coefficient for various values of rotation parameter
B for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, M = 0 and Ec = 0

FIG. 9: Effect of mixed convection parameter λ on the heat transfer coefficient for various values of rotation parameter
B for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, M = 0 and Ec = 0
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decrease when x̄ increases. It is observed that at x̄ = 1.2 when the rotation parameter B increases from 0 to 1 the skin
friction coefficient Cf (Re)1/2 increases 8.46% for λ = 0 and increases 2.28% for λ = 10.
From Fig. 9, we observe that for each fixed value of B and λ the heat transfer coefficient Nu(Re)−1/2 decreases
monotonically as x̄ increases. We have found that the heat transfer coefficient Nu(Re)−1/2 increases with the increase
of mixed convection parameter λ and rotation parameter B. At x̄ = 1.2 when the rotation parameter B increases from
0 to 1 the heat transfer coefficient increases 3.25% for λ = 0 and 0.28% for λ = 10.
Figures 10 and 11 display the effect of viscous dissipation parameter Ec on the heat transfer coefficient
[Nu(Re)−1/2 ] and on the temperature profile G respectively. It is observed that when Ec 6= 0 the heat transfer coefficient first decreases monotonically and reaches a minimum value and then increases toward a finite value as x̄
increases. Moreover, it is observed that the rotation parameter has significant effect on the heat transfer coefficient
when Ec 6= 0 but the effect is not significant when Ec = 0.
It is found from Fig. 11 that for Ec 6= 0 the temperature profile θ initially decreases to negative values and then
reaches 1 asymptotically. This implies that the temperature of the fluid near the wall of the sphere is greater than that
at the wall. Due to viscous dissipation the temperature of the fluid near the surface of the sphere increases steeply and
becomes higher than the temperature of the sphere surface Tw . Thus, the cooler free stream is unable to cool down the
hot wall. Moreover, it is observed that when Ec 6= 0 the temperature profile decreases with the increase of rotation
parameter B but when Ec = 0 the rotation parameter B has no significant effect on G.
Figures 12 and 13 show the effect of single- and double-slot suction (A > 0) and slot injection (A < 0) respectively, for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, Ec = 0.1, B = 1, M = 1 and λ = 2. In the case of nonuniform slot suction,
the skin friction coefficients [Cf (Re)1/2 , C̄f (Re)1/2 ] are abruptly increasing as the slot starts and attain their maximum
and then start decreasing at the rear end of the slot as x̄ further increases. We have noticed that with increasing suction
parameter values (A), the point of separation moving in the downstream direction. Also, it is observed that by placing
the double slot in the geometry, the point of separation moves slightly in the downstream as compared to single-slot

FIG. 10: Effect of viscous dissipation parameter Ec on the heat transfer coefficient for various values of rotation
parameter B for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, M = 1, and λ = 2
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FIG. 11: Effect of viscous dissipation parameter Ec on the temperature profile (θ) at x̄ = 1.0 for various values of
rotation parameter B for T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, A = 0, M = 1, and λ = 2

FIG. 12: Effect of single- and double-slot suction (A > 0) on the skin friction coefficientsfor T∞ = 18.7◦ C, ∆Tw =
20.0◦ C, Ec = 0.1, B = 1, M = 1, and λ = 2. Single-slot (dashed line) location at x̄0 = 1.25 and double-slot
locations (solid line) at x̄0 = 0.5 and 1.25
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FIG. 13: Effect of single- and double-slot injection (A < 0) on the skin friction coefficients for T∞ = 18.7◦ C,
∆Tw = 20.0◦ C, Ec = 0.1, B = 1, M = 1, and λ = 2. Single-slot (dashed line) location at x̄0 = 1.25 and double-slot
locations (solid line) at x̄0 = 0.5 and 1.25
suction. In the case of nonuniform slot injection, the point of separation delays in the y direction but advances in the
x direction with the increase injection parameter.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Non-similar solution of the steady MHD mixed convection flow of water over a rotating sphere with nonuniform
slot suction (injection) has been obtained numerically using an implicit finite difference method. From the presented
results of the problem, we conclude as follows:
1. The skin friction coefficients [Cf (Re)1/2 , C̄f (Re)1/2 ] increase with the increase of M , B, and λ.
2. Under the magnetic effect M , the point of separation moves in the downstream direction with the increase of
the rotation effect B. But under the buoyancy effect λ, the point of separation moves in the upstream direction
with the increase of B.
3. The heat transfer coefficient Nu(Re)−1/2 decreases monotonically as x̄ increases and it increases with the
increase of B, λ and M .
4. The rotation parameter B has a significant effect on the heat transfer coefficient when Ec 6= 0 but the effect is
not comparatively significant if Ec = 0.
5. Increasing the mass transfer effect and the slot suction delay the point of separation. But the slot injection has a
reverse effect.
6. By moving the slot in the downstream direction, the point of separation can be moved in the downstream
direction.
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